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Timothy Johnson:
Thank you for submitting your coin to PriceThatCoin.com.
We examined your photographs. In our professional opinion, the coin
pictured is:
#1. An authentic 1997-D Washington Quarter.
#2. This appears to be a problem coin. Your photographs (rated 5 /
10, 10 perfect, 1 poor) are sufficient for determining grade and
authenticity. This is clearly not an error coin; this is clearly a coin
with post-mint damage. There is no minting error that could
produce this result.
#3. Current Market Value (5/26/2019)
This coin has a value of $0.25 at most. It's entirely possible that a
vendor would not accept this coin because of the extent of the
damage. As numismatic professionals, it's clear to us that the coin is
authentic and heavily damaged, but others who do not coins may
not understand what they're looking at.

More Information:
If you want to sell coins like this, the Academy of Coins© wrote about
how to sell coins valued under $10. This is a coin you could use as
change.
We do not buy or sell coins. Our professional opinion is objective. Our
primary goal is your satisfaction.
Our opinion is founded upon your photographs only; we did not
physically examine the coin. Your photographs are sufficient to
determine authenticity. We cannot guarantee this opinion. If you want a
guaranteed opinion based on physical examination, we recommend that
you submit it to a reputable Third Party Grading service.
We strictly and proudly adhere to the Academy of Coins© Member’s
Code of Ethics.

THANK YOU.
Thank you again, Ernesto, for choosing our Academy of Coins© service,
PriceThatCoin.com! We're pleased that you chose to share your coin
with us. We’re gratified that you choose our service for your
professional coin grading opinions.
Sincerely,
The Academy of Coins©
PriceThatCoin.com

